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Router and Firewall

Switch

PowerEdge Server

UPS

The USG-PRO-4 Enterprise Gateway Router offers Gigabit Ethernet, Advanced
Security, Monitoring, and Management and full Integration with UniFi
Controller Software for easy and advanced management.

The fully manageable UniFi Pro PoE 48-Port Gigabit Managed
Switch, is designed with Layer 3 advanced protocol support,
silent and passively cooled design, A 1.3" touchscreen display
for fast troubleshooting and easy to manage using the UniFi
Network Controller application.

The R740xd2 with its enormous storage potential using an
internal design of two stacked drive trays, each with 12 hot-
swap bays. Processing power with dual Xeon Scalable CPUs
and 16 DIMM slots supporting up to 512GB of RAM, this server
is designed for high scalability and survivability.

Intelligent power protection, Ideal UPS for servers,
routers, switches, hubs and other network devices.



                     

The CYBERIUM ARENA Trainer is T   kCyb  ’ prime training
tool for educating the next generation of cyber professionals. It
was developed in-house and is a proprietary tool marketed
exclusively by ThinkCyber and its international network of
agents.

The Trainer is recommended for organizations that are
interested in managing and using real-life scenarios in their
facilities and with their trainers. The Trainer is designed mainly
for finance, law enforcement, critical infrastructures such as
railways, electric plants, and telecom industries.



                     



                     



                     



                     



Chat with 
your team

Track student time in 
the labs and during 

scenarios

Class materials and 
access to hands-on labsEvery student is 

registered to a course

                     

The student dashboard was profoundly renovated.
Students are now able to access the Trainer at any
point throughout the entire training process- the
theoretical part, as well as the hands-on (scenarios and
labs) part.

The dashboard is a widget displayed on the  tu   t’ 
screen when the student logs-in the Trainer. The
dashboard allows participants to chat and share
information with each other via the Chat icon, which
will light up when a new message is received. The lab
flask icon enables the student to access class materials
and hands-on labs.

Once a scenario is assigned to the student, the lab
flask icon will change to a shield icon.

Track student time in the 
labs and during scenarios

When a scenario is ready the icon 
will switch to a shield and  
students will be able to access the 
simulator

Chat
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Course Book

Hands-on training 
with Lab servers 

Student can view statistics



                     



                     



                     

Shows progress of the 
class in real-time.

Calculates all previous scores 
in real time.

Tablet-based screen. Allows the 
t a     t        ac   tu   t’  

statistics and scores.



                     



CYBERIUM REPORTS
Group Report
The group report slides display general information, such
as the duration of the scenario, the  c  a   ’ level of
difficulty, the date, and the unit name.
The rest of the slides display the  tu   t ’ scores for
each of the missions required to complete the scenario
and include the average score for each mission, the top
five students, and the distribution of student scores into
low, medium, and high levels for the mission.

                     



CYBERIUM REPORTS
Student Report
Student reports display information on each student for each
scenario, including the rank of the student within the group, the
number of mistakes made, the time taken for each mission
compared to the average time for that mission, the total time,
the total number of errors, the final score for each scenario, and
the  tu   t’ comparative performance on each mission.
The slides following the individual student reports, show the
best scores in three categories: the shortest time, a minimum
number of errors, and the highest score.
Finally, the overall comparison of all students is displayed as
well as the top three students.

                     



CYBERIUM REPORTS
Unit Report
The slides of the Unit report display information
about the unit itself, such as the total number of
students, completed scenarios, the total number
of scenarios available, the students ranking in
the unit, and the distribution of the missions
between defense, offense, and monitoring.

                     



                     



TIER1 (TR001)

Linux (TR002)

Network Research (NS106)

SIEM/SOC (NS107)

SIEM/SOC (NS108)

XE

                     



                     

NX

Network Security (BT208)

OSINT & Threat Intel (BT209)

Windows Forensics (BT210)

Network Forensics (BT211)

Penetration Testing (BT212)

Linux Forensics (BT214)

Python Forensics (BT215)

Cryptography (BT216)

Malware Analysis (BT220)

Reverse Engineering (BT221)



                     

ZX

Cyber Warfare (RT420)

Offensive Python (RT421)

WebApp Security (RT422)

WebApp Security (RT423)

Windows Exploitation (RT424)

IoT Exploitation (RT430)

Exploit Development (RT433)

Exploit Development (RT434)



                     

HYBRID

Intro to ICS/SCADA (BT222)

ICS Forensics (BT223)

ICS PenTesting (RT431)



                     



Visitors worldwide coming to see the 
CYBERIUM ARENA capabilities integrated with 
physical devices for defense and attack 
training programs.

IDF special forces conducting training using the simulator. 
D ff    t u  t  u   t     mu at   t    a uat  t             ’ 
capabilities using the CYBERIUM ARENA database and 
reports. 

The simulator is a unique platform allowing the 
management level, commanders included, to 
be on-top of their human power, understanding 
in real-time the weaknesses and strengths of 
each participant.

Microsoft's developers training, where 
students log on to the simulator to assess 
their capabilities. Students using the simulator to prepare for real-time 

threats.
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